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Basics

Basics
Overview
Introduction
Cisco® Intelligent WAN (IWAN) is a comprehensive set of network traffic-control and security
features for Cisco routers.
IWAN-enabled routers dynamically route paths for network traffic based on application, endpoint,
and network conditions. This approach helps ensure consistent application performance and user
experiences.
Cisco® Prime Infrastructure provides the IWAN enablement service, which is a technology
solution that:
 Transitions among connectivity options, selecting the optimal and most cost effective
routes for application traffic.
 Routes application traffic to optimize caching and performance so applications run faster,
which improves the user experience.
 Provides a VPN overlay and robust encryption techniques that secure connectivity and
traffic.
By using the IWAN enablement process, you deploy configurations to hub and branch routers
based on their roles on the network. To support this process, Prime Infrastructure provides a
series of templates that meet Cisco Validated Design standards. You can configure the templates
to meet specific network requirements.
In greenfield deployments, the IWAN enablement process allows you to configure routers or sites
collectively and consistently while reducing deployment timelines.
In brownfield deployments, the IWAN enablement process allows you to deploy tailored
configuration settings or enable specific technologies on previously deployed devices. For
example, you can customize CVD templates to align to existing network requirements, and then
apply them in IWAN enablement process for minor configurations adjustments to specific devices.
This job aid introduces you to the IWAN enablement process and the tasks that you perform to
deploy hub and branch router configurations.
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Skills
Administrators
To perform hub and branch router configuration, you need the following experience.

Proficient
 Prime Infrastructure navigation and application behaviors

Expert
 IWAN configuration and deployment concepts
 Practical IWAN configuration and deployment knowledge
 IWAN-related terminology, such as hub and spoke topology, router types
 IWAN technologies and how they affect network operations after deployment
 IWAN configuration-related CLI code concepts and practical coding knowledge
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Terms
Configuration Templates
Configuration templates help automate configuration deployment and, when you are configuring
large numbers of devices with the same configuration, help ensure configuration consistency.
Prime Infrastructure provides the following types of templates:
 Features and Technologies and CLI templates
System-provided or user-configured templates that contain the CLI code that configures
specific features or on devices.
 Composite templates
System-provided or user-configured templates that support the deployment of a series of
templates, each containing code that the device or devices require, in a single task.
 Feature templates
System-provided or user-configured templates that contain Cisco Validated Design
specifications, which include the minimum parameters that you need to configure for
optimal configuration deployment of a feature or technology.
Note: For more information on the Cisco Validated Design program, visit
our Web site.
When system users configure new or change system-provided templates, those templates are
stored under My Templates.
Note: Templates that you configure and save are available to other system users
based on their access permissions.
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Spoke Router | Branch Router | Border Router
These terms can be used interchangeably.

Parameters | Variables
The application uses the terms parameters and variables interchangeably to refer to the data
values that system users apply in device configurations.
This documentation uses the term parameters.
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Deploying an IWAN Branch Router
Use Case Scenario
As an administrator, you are managing the deployment of a branch site on the network. The
enterprise topology is using a hub and spoke model with a single data center.
You previously deployed and configured the data center hub router (master controller) and the
topology includes the company’s New York branch office.
You now need to connect the Paris branch to the data center hub router.

At this point, you have deployed the Paris branch’s network devices by using the Prime
Infrastructure Plug and Play process.
Note: For more information on the Plug and Play process and its associated
tasks, refer to the Deploying Devices job aid and the Bringing the Initial
Router at a New Site Online use case video.
Now, you are ready to configure the branch router that supports the connectivity of the remote
site to the enterprise WAN and to the data center hub router.
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Process Overview
To deploy IWAN configurations to routers:
1. Using the DM VPNM Monitor Home page, identify the hub router.
2. Using the IWAN Enablement wizard, select the technology configurations for deployment.
3. Select the branch router that you need to configure.
4. Select the parameter configuration method.
5. Configure the parameters for each technology that you are deploying.
6. Review and validate the CLI code that the system will deploy to the router.
7. Prepare and schedule the configuration deployment to the router.
8. On the Job Dashboard page, monitor the deployment process, and then validate the
configuration.
0.
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Process Steps
The branch router is up and running. Now, it requires configuration of the technologies that will
optimize the WAN by providing granular WAN access control, quality of service-based traffic
management, application recognition and control, and application-aware automated traffic
routing.
To configure technologies, Prime Infrastructure provides Cisco Validated Design (CVD) feature
templates that you can select during the configuration process. By selecting these templates, the
system populates the required parameters and, when system users configure the templates to
support unique requirements, includes the additional custom parameters.
Tip: When you customize CVD feature templates, you can add, remove, or
change parameters to align with the network configuration or meet specific
operational requirements.
For more information, refer to the CVD Feature Template Customization topic
in this job aid.
In this case, you can use the CVD templates without changes.
Important Note: Before you begin using the IWAN Enablement wizard, ensure
you have access to all of the parameter values that you will need for each feature
or technology that you are configuring.
After beginning to configure parameter values in the wizard, you cannot save
your changes and return to complete the process later.
To begin, you want to identify the hub to which you want to connect the router. To do so, you
navigate to the DMVPN Monitor Home page in Application Visibility & Control on the
Services menu.
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Task 1: Identify the Hub Router
The DMVPN Monitor Home page lists each hub router, also referred to as a master controller, in
the enterprise topology and the number of branch routers, referred to as active spokes,
connected to the hub routers.

To identify the hub router:
1. On the DMVPN Monitor Home page, in the list, locate the router.
In this case, each entry for the hub indicates one active branch router.

2. To begin the IWAN enablement process, go to task 2.
0.
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Task 2: Select the Configurations for Deployment
Now that you determined that the hub router can support the Paris branch router, you can
configure the branch router by assigning the role that the router will perform in the WAN topology
and then indicating the overlay protocol, and the VPN and technology configuration templates
that contain the CLI code for router configuration.
Optionally, you also can deploy additional configuration after the device activation process is
complete and Prime Infrastructure is managing the device.
In this case, you are deploying a single router on the branch side of the WAN. The single router
will have one interface dedicated to managing Internet traffic and a second interface dedicated to
managing MPLS traffic.
Based on requirements for the router, you will apply several technologies, and additional
configuration after the IWAN configuration is deployed is not necessary.
To begin, you navigate to the IWAN Enablement page, which provides a wizard to step you
through the process.
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Based on the use case, to select deployment configurations, follow these steps:
1. On the IWAN Enablement | Before You Begin page, click Next.
The Choose Configuration page opens.

2. To select the type of router that you are deploying based on the network topology, in the
Select a Category drop-down list, select whether you are deploying:
 A single branch router or dual routers.
 A single data center router or dual routers.
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The system opens the Select a Device Role drop-down list.

3. To select the router’s function in the WAN topology, in the Select a Device Role dropdown list, select the type of router that you need to configure.
Tip: The table on the page provides description of the router roles that
you can configure.
To review a role description:
 Point to the information icon beside the role of interest.

The system opens the drop-down lists that you use to select the configuration files.
Note: The options that the system opens vary based on the router
category that you select and the role that you assign the router.
The templates that are available in drop-down lists appear based on their
configurations and tags.
For more information on tags, refer to the Cisco© Prime Infrastructure
3.1 User Guide.
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4. To indicate the protocol for the overlay network, in the Overlay Protocol drop-down list,
select the protocol.
5. To configure applicable technologies, in each technology-related drop-down list, select
the features template containing the configuration that the router requires.

Tip: You can configure only those technologies or features that the
router requires.
When the router does not require a configuration:
 In the applicable drop-down list, select None.

 In WANs that use dynamic multipoint VPN (DM VPN) for data exchanges among
branches, to enable the DM VPN technology on the router, in the DMVPN dropdown list, select the applicable features template.


To enable the system to use a DHCP server to assign IP addresses to client
devices on the network, accept the default selection of the DHCP check box.
Note: When you clear the DHCP check box, the system
automatically refreshes the DMVPN drop-down list to select the
CVD standard template that does not configure DHCP.



To enable the system to use the Public Key Infrastructure to authenticate
users logging on to VPN, select the Deploy PKI check box.

Important Note: To configure the device for PKI authentication,
an APIC-EM controller must be integrated with Prime
Infrastructure.
Then, during the enablement process, the controller adds the
device to its inventory, which activates the PKI service on the
controller.
The PKI service then configures PKI certification on the device.
 To enable the Performance Routing (PfR) technology, which selects optimal
routes for application traffic, in the PFR drop-down list, select the applicable
features template.
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 To enable the Quality of Service (QoS) technology, which classifies network
traffic for optimal routing, in the QOS drop-down list, select the applicable
features template.
 To enable the Application Visibility and Control (AVC) technology, which provides
application level classification, monitoring, and traffic control on the router, in the
AVC drop-down list, select the applicable features template.

6. Optionally, in configurations with Cisco IOS routers, to configure a firewall on the router
that supports traffic management using security zone-based policies, in the DIA-ZBFW
drop-down list, select the features template containing the firewall configuration that the
router requires.

7. Optionally, to configure routing of designated traffic to a Cisco Cloud Web Security
(CWS) server for deeper security inspections, in the CWS drop-down list, select the
features template containing the routing configuration that the router requires.

8. Optionally, to deploy any additional configuration after the IWAN configuration process is
complete and Prime Infrastructure is managing the device, in the Post IWAN
Configuration drop-down list, select the feature, technology, or composite template that
contains the additional configuration that the router needs to run.
9. To select the router or routers receiving the configuration files, click Next, and then, go to
task 3.
0.
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Task 3: Select the Router Receiving the Configuration
When you navigate to the Select Devices page, the wizard updates to provide pages on which
you configure each of the technologies or features that you selected.
Now, you are ready to select the router or routers to which you are deploying the configuration
files.

In this case, you need to deploy the configuration to the Paris branch router.
To select the router or routers that you need to configure, follow these steps:
1. On the Select Devices page, in the Devices list, in the applicable category, select each
router.
2. To indicate the method that you want to use to configure the technology parameters, click
Next, and then, go to task 4.

0.
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Task 4: Select the Parameter Configuration Method
The IWAN Enablement wizard provides the following two methods for configuring technology
parameters.
 The workflow method
When you select this method, you follow the steps in the IWAN wizard to configure
technology parameters.
 The export and import CSV method
When you select this method, you export the technology parameters to a .CSV-formatted
file. You manually configure all of the required values, and any optional values, that you
need for each technology and router that you are configuring.
The file lists the device IP addresses for configuration in columns and the required and
optional technology parameters.
Tip: When managing a large system, the export and import method
supports scalability more easily because you can maintain the
spreadsheets with parameters locally and then import, as needed.
When completed, you import the configuration parameters by using the IWAN wizard.

To select the parameter configuration method, follow these steps:
1. On the Input Options page, click the applicable icon.
2. To configure the technology parameters, click Next, and then, go to task 5.
0.

In this case, you are using the workflow method so that you can use the wizard to configure the
technology parameters.
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Task 5: Configure the Technology or Feature Parameters
The wizard opens the first technology or feature that you need to configure. The workflow will
continue to advance as you configure each technology or feature.
In the Devices list, the system selects the All Selected Devices option by default. This way, you
can configure all of the parameters that apply to the devices that you selected in task 2.

Scroll, as needed, to complete
all of the required fields and any
optional fields that you need.

Important Note: You must configure all of the required fields to continue the
process.
You might need to scroll the page to see all of the fields that require an entry.
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When you are configuring more than one router, you also can configure discrete parameters
based on each router’s requirements.
For example, by using the default selection of All Selected Devices, you can configure all of the
common device parameter values for all of the routers that you are configuring.
After applying common parameter values, in the Devices list, you can select each individual
router, and configure and apply discrete parameter values, as needed.
Important Note: When you apply values to individual routers in the same fields
for which you applied global values, those values override the global values that
you applied previously.

Tip: When you select an individual router entry, you also can preview the CLI
code that the system will generate.
Reviewing and validating the CLI code helps ensure that the router will behave
as expected with the configuration that you are deploying.
You can review all of the CLI code that the process will deploy in a later step.
Important Note: Use caution when entering configuration data.
While the system does validate whether the data that you are entering meets
formatting requirements, it does not validate whether the data that you are
entering will function as expected in the network environment.
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To configure the technology parameters, follow these steps:
1. On the applicable technology page, in the Devices list:
 To apply common values to all of the devices that you are configuring, accept the
default selection of All Selected Devices.

 To configure discrete values on a single router, select the applicable entry.

Note: When All Selected Devices is active, the system lists the
parameters for configuration.

When you select an individual router, the system opens the Feature tab
with the parameter list and the CLI Preview tab, which displays the CLI
code that the system will deploy based on the parameters that you
configure in the list.
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2. In the list, configure all of the required parameters, and any optional ones, that the router
needs so that it runs as expected.
Note: When you need to configure a specific router component, such as
an interface, you need to select the entry for that router in the Devices
list.
This action populates drop-down lists with the related components.
3. To save the parameter values to the group of selected routers or a single router, with the
applicable option selected, click Apply.
Important Note: Use caution when toggling between the All Selected
Devices option and individual router options in the Devices list.
To retain your entries, you must click Apply before changing device
selections or you will lose the data that you entered.

4. To review the CLI code that the system will deploy to an individual router following the
parameters that you configured, select that router in the list, and then click the CLI
Preview tab.
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The CLI Preview tab displays the code associated with the parameters that you
configured.

5. To configure another technology, click Next, and then return to step 1.
When you finish configuring all of the technologies that you need to deploy, to review and
validate the CLI code, click Next, and then go to task 6.
0.

In this case, we are configuring three technologies, including DM VPN, PfR, and QoS.
The following screenshots illustrate the completed configuration parameters for each technology
based on the use case and its network configuration.
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DM VPN Technology Configuration
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PfR Technology Configuration

QoS Technology Configuration
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Task 6: Review and Validate the Configuration CLI Code
With the parameters for each technology configured, you next need to review and validate the
CLI code that the system will deploy to the router based on your configuration.
Important Note: Reviewing and validating the CLI code is a critical step that
helps you ensure that the router will behave as expected when you deploy the
configuration.
You can return to and change configuration parameters, as needed, before you
continue.

To review and validate the configuration CLI code, follow these steps:
1. On the CLI Summary page, in the Devices list, select each router, and, by using the
scroll bar, review and validate the CLI code that the system will deploy.
2. To schedule the configuration deployment job and configure the post-deployment job
options, click Next, and then, go to task 7.
0.

Scroll, as needed, to review
and validate all of the CLI
code for each router.

In this case, the CLI code that the system will deploy meets all configuration requirements and
specifications.
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Task 7: Schedule the Configuration Deployment Job and Configure PostDeployment Options
With the CLI code validated, you are ready to schedule the deployment of the configuration code
to the router or routers. You can schedule the deployment to occur immediately or at a later time.
When considering when to start deployment, keep in mind that factors like network traffic
congestion or slower link speeds among hub or branch routers might affect when you want to
schedule configuration deployment.
At this point, you also can indicate post-deployment options that you want the job to complete.
To schedule the deployment job and configure, follow these steps:
1. To make the configuration deployment job uniquely identifiable to system users, in the
Schedule section, in the Job Name field, type the name.
Tip: Naming deployment jobs also helps users search for and find them more
easily when reviewing the list on the Job Dashboard page in
Administration.

2. To schedule the configuration deployment job:
 To start immediately, accept the default selection of Now.
 To start at a scheduled time, click Date, and then, select the date and time for the job
to begin running.
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3. In the Job Option section, to have the system copy the post-deployment running
configuration to the startup configuration, select the Copy Running Config to Startup
check box.
Note: When a device’s startup configuration does not match its running
configuration and the system reboots, it will apply the startup
configuration to the device rather than the running configuration.
This mismatch situation can be problematic because the router might not
run as expected after a reboot or a network issue.
4. To have the system store a copy of the post-deployment running configuration in the
configuration archive, select the Archive Config after Deploy check box.
Note: Storing an archive copy of the configuration after deployment
supports correcting mismatches or changing device configurations when
you see unexpected behavior.
In those cases, you can retrieve a configuration from the archive and
redeploy it to the device.

5. To schedule the deployment job and validate deployment, click Next, and then, go to task
8.
0.

In this case, we are starting the deployment job immediately, and when the job completes, the
system will copy the running configuration to the device’s startup configuration and add a copy of
the configuration to the configuration archive.
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Task 8: Start the Deployment Job and Validate Deployment
In this final step in the process, you have another opportunity to perform a high-level review of the
routers to which the system is deploying and the technology configurations that each will receive.
You also can see the deployment job name and the running schedule.
After starting the configuration deployment, in Administration, you can monitor the job’s status
and validate the deployment.
To start the deployment job and validate deployment, follow these steps:
1. On the Confirmation page, in the Confirmation section, to ensure that the job name
and schedule are what you expect, review the line items.

2. To review the routers that will receive configurations and the technologies configurations
that they will receive, in the list, review the line items.
3. To return to a previous page to make any changes to devices, configurations, or
technologies, click Previous.
4. To start the deployment job, click Deploy.
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The system generates a job.

5. To review the job status, navigate to the Job Dashboard page in Administration.
6. On the Job Dashboard page, in the User Jobs section, click Config Deploy – Deploy
View.

The page lists the configuration deployment jobs that system users have scheduled, are
running, or have completed.
Tip: To find the job more easily, in the Name filter field, begin typing the
job name.
As you type, the page filters automatically to display only those jobs with
names that include the text.
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7. In the list, locate the job and, in the Last Run Status field, monitor the progress of the
job.
The Last Run Status field indicates jobs that are scheduled to run, running, and, when
completed, whether they are successful or have issues.
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8. When the job completes, to evaluate the results at a high level:
 In the Last Run Status field, beside the status, click the information button, and then,
in the Job Summary pop-up window, review the results.
In this case, the system successfully deployed the CLI code to the router.

 On the DMVPN Monitor Home page, for each hub router entry, determine whether
the Active Spokes column number is incremented up by one.
In this case, the Active Spokes column for the INET and MPLS hub router entries
have incremented up by one, which indicates that the Paris branch router is
connected to the hub router.
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Based on the settings that we selected for post deployment actions, the system also:
 Copied the new running configuration to the startup configuration on the device.
 Stored a copy of the configuration in the configuration archive.

Tip: You can evaluate the job results at a detailed level by clicking job name link
in the Name field.
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IWAN Feature Configuration Templates
Customization Overview
IWAN feature configuration templates are
system-provided or user-configured
templates that contain Cisco Validated
Design (CVD) specifications.
Note: For more information on the
Cisco Validated Design program,
visit our Web site.
CVD feature templates are available in the
Feature Templates category on the
Features & Technologies page.

These templates are the same ones that are available in the
applicable technology or feature drop-down list in the IWAN
Enablement wizard.
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While you can use the IWAN feature templates as the system provides them, you also can add
parameters, as needed, and indicate whether they are required or optional, to meet varying
operational and business requirements on the network.
To customize IWAN feature templates in preparation for using the IWAN Enablement wizard for
router configuration deployment, you can:
 Change baseline template parameter values and save the baseline template as a
discrete template.
 Configure a series of similar, discrete templates by using the baseline template to
address small differences among devices that require similar configurations.

Customizing IWAN feature templates before applying them in the IWAN configuration deployment
process helps to automate the process, maintain configuration consistency, and shorten
deployment timelines.
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Automated IWAN Traffic Management
Performance Routing Overview
When you enable the Performance Routing (PfR) technology on devices, the system is able to
monitor application traffic among routers.
Based on network performance, such as reachability, jitter, packet loss, or response time, the
technology can reroute application traffic automatically to mitigate issues, where possible, while
evenly distributing traffic to maintain equivalent link usage levels
It also reports whether the technology was able to return traffic to expected levels or whether
issues remain unresolved.
When you enable PfR on devices, you can review the automated application traffic management
activities that the IWAN performance routing function is performing on the Performance Routing
Monitoring page.
Note: For detailed information on performance routing and intelligent path
control, refer to the Cisco Prime Infrastructure 3.1 User Guide.
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You also can compare the performance of various WAN links by site, which can provide insight
into link performance and whether to change traffic routing for better performance.
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Video Demonstration

Video Demonstration
Watching Demonstrations
To watch a demonstration:
 Click a demonstration link below, which opens an MP4 file.
Based on your system and configuration, you might need to start the video manually.
Notes: Video download and streaming times can vary.

Deploying an IWAN Branch Router
Watch the Demonstration
To review the process to IWAN routers online by using the IWAN Enablement
wizard, watch the Deploying an IWAN Branch Router video.
Approximate runtime: 11 mins
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Links

Links
To Product Information
Visit the Cisco Web site to learn more about Cisco© Prime Infrastructure.
Visit the Cisco Web site to review or download technical documentation.

To Training
Visit the Cisco Web site to access other Cisco© Prime Infrastructure learning opportunities.
Visit the Cisco Web site to access learning opportunities for other Cisco products.

To Contact Us
Send us a message with questions or comments about this job aid.
Note: Please send messages that address the content of this job aid or other
training questions only.
Please follow your regular business process to request technical support or
address technical or application-related questions.
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